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1) At the view screen can you assign a name identifier field in place of the time field. It is more important for 

me when I'm trying to find some notes I entered to see "Notes on Issue #8 May 10, 1995 GUS RUSSO" than it 

is to see the exact minute I did the work.DONE2) Can you create the same type field for the Interview 

function.  I did an interview in Issue #8 today and all I get at the View screen is Unknown Activity (Interview.)  

I'd like to have the same view as with Notes.DONE Let me know if the format is ok3) I need one repository 

where I can place all the potential investigative contacts I'll need to make or where I can put all the contacts 

I've made, beyond what just appears in each investigative memo I create.  It could appear on the screen very 

much the same as my Address Book does.  I would like it to have fields for the contact's name, address, 

telephone, fax,, date of contact and a reference to the main document it is mentioned in (ie. Issue #8, 

Interview with Grevenberg, May 10, 1995.)  Now, if you can do that much it would really be spectacular if I 

could avoid typing all the information twice by being able to give a command and having the information that 

I've entered in the main document transferred and formatted to this investigations contact/address book. 

What do you think?Great Idea, I will work on it.4) I started to send a letter in Issue #8 that I didn't send 

because they called instead.  Can you delete that so it's not taking up space? Not sure which one,  I think you 

can delete it by clicking once and pressing the delete key then CTL-W and click on YES.
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